Introduction

The creation and analysis of intelligent agents (software and machinery) is called Artificial Intelligence. Intelligent machines can do many tasks – from labour work to highly complicated operations. Prominent trends in this field are human brain simulation, natural language processing, neural networking, user friendly operating system, adaptability to ethical and modern engines. One of the typical examples of the A.I. system is a “chatbot”. A chatbot is a computer program which responds like an intelligent entity when conversations are discussed. The conversation may be through text, voice, code. Any chatbot program understands human languages by natural language processing. Due to this, the system interprets human beings through input information fed to it. A chatbot also performs some additional functions like calculation, playing songs, calling anyone and small user defined functions. A popular example of the chatbot is BAXTER Bot (Artificial Intelligence combined computer entity) which is a human command execution bot. This chatbot is an innovative interface between human and work engine, making that command flow directly from human to the machine within the input entity (keyboard and microphone etc.). The Turing test is one of the most popular measures of intelligence of such machines. The Turing test develops mathematical models of regression. Today’s A.I. systems “pretend to act like” intelligent entities instead of being one. For example, today’s machines require too much of a heavy dataset but modern A.I. model does not require that much intelligence. There is a need to view AI systems from a new perspective and theory of machine intelligence’s required tool for this [1,2].

Functioning of simple A.I. Systems

Chatbots are one of the most elementary and popular examples of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for the purpose of ease of operations, we utilise SARANG (in AI and ML) along with BAXTER (integrated user bots). C+++, python is a typical general-purpose object oriented programming language for creating applications. Choosing AI-ML gave us the advantage of using open source in research directly, consisting of 50,000...
responses integrated with BAXTER [3-8], it provides a great platform and innovative project which improves the transfer and understanding of messages between human user and AI system. Another section stores the useful key-points and retrieves it later whenever needed. It’s arranged in the form of a stack in a library. The program is logically divided into following modules.

**Introductory screen**

The welcome screen introduces the user to the program and may ask him some of his/her details like the name, for further conversation purposes. A key point like the user name is good to be stored in a data-file with use of Data Handling.

**The chat interface and manager**

This is the main region, where all the text-inputs are managed and the program fetches the best-matching answers from its database. It has to search and display from tens of thousands of rules stored in the database. This is the main region where the text inputs are managed and the program fetches matching answers from the database [10-15]. It’s the primary key which stores the data of the user in a unique manner. Along with the data, the accessibility of the chatbot and user friendly review is stored making progress under chatbot.

**The Database**

The brain of the chatbot contains an organised, manually created list of suitable replies for questions from the user end. Different varieties and possibilities of questions and combinations of answers is a unique technique utilised by industrial chatbots. The standard of the chatbot depends on continuity and sequential replies provided by the user [16-20].

**Productivity application**

The chatbot has been very much better in solving minute tasks like calculations, user appointment, simple program and solving possible equations. Integrated this chatbot with a hardware makes easy utilisation of the hardware component to the full maximum capacity. These days A.I. They have a great platform to offer which includes the virtually intelligent and understanding of messages between human user and AI system. Another section stores the useful key-points and retrieves it later whenever needed. It’s arranged in the form of a stack in a library. The program is logically divided into following modules.

**Error handling**

The chatbot must be able to tolerate the man made errors and also those errors which are made due to technical issues and newly exchanged data. Thereby making users engage actively providing the responses to the chatbot regulating flow of instructions. The programs should be capable of handling general errors and concentrate on the environment.

**Design Of paxter chatbot**

The Baxtor chatbot is designed in a way that the user interface is very easy and the data entry mode is very ease possible and user friendly in terms of chatbot provided with a construction of a rapid data storage areas with nlp and network storied regions and user friendly regions.

The chatbot will be enabled with multiple technologies for the same purpose of collection of data from user and efficient storage of the same and timely purpose for execution.

The chatbot has an software and a data managing centre which is managed completely by officials technically 24hours with a data collecting purpose.

These kinds of chatbots are used in various factors like education,managing,customer data collection and are very easy to collect and maintain with low cost advantage.

**Software used in Chatbots**

A)Neural language processing  
B)Data structure
C) Web development
D) Chatbot maker
E) Artificial intelligence

Example of chatbot paxter used for collecting data in a website for admission purpose

The chatbot has been evolved with various methodologies for manufacturing of opinion for the same and display of the institutions using student query map filter which processes instant data continuously using PYTHON, OOPS, structured using JAVA, HTML, HSS along with NLP for the same.

The chatbot involved the great initiative along the construction of a newly implemented models for the same implementation of a low-cost collecting feature for highly secure information oriented system with the customers satisfied UI based interface along with the technological based indexes movement easily factor chart potholes moment of providing most economical operational experience of a chatbot along with high expertise management and low network running on technology and the greatest initiatives that that packs chatbot to develop the technology that the future technologies will love just a minute development in the software which will only work with hardware equipments which will afflicated particularly on it with the perfect purpose of collecting data and managing them and storage of them in the stack overflow library which is been assigned to them on the particular basis on the rules of variable regression analyses like the password generation and everything could be stored on a particular basis and along the storage could be maintained easily by HSS format.

The following pic demonstrate the performance of chatbot getting and fixing appointments for a career opportunity on a particular clg on a particular day especially paxter allows to chat with the academic coordinators of the same with the direct initiative of the chatbot forming a direct mean of communication.

Chatbots like these will provide great flexibility to the academic sector providing the flexibility to the same of educational industry. The settings of the industry along with modern components matters a lot in making an economically strong chatbots with data analytics.

**We utilized the following tech ideals**

Baxter Chatgen Technologies

**Front Stack Development**

**Complete Description Of Student Getting Clarification 2.000**

We infer that, using AI-ML with designated application with AI, the total speed of development of the project is boosted along with the efficiency of the program stored. AI-ML features along with cloud infrastructure are built in a combinational manner with BAXTER which will be able to resolve 60,000 queries and responses fed to it and handle several hundred programs at a single time. BAXTER efficiency is able to component hardware and make it user friendly with any kind of operating system and execute industrial chatbot in a more proficient way.
The BAXTER chatbot has been equipped with emotional intelligence, workplace knowledge and highly user friendly interface and outstanding shape structure which will make the operation very easy. The factor user interface is in such a way that the user cannot make errors and adaptability to hardware components making itself an adaptive and reactive to the future technologies with a slight change in the in-built structures (Data structures, Data mining, Data science and IOT).

The Turing test and its problems

The Turing test is not a perfect measure to tell if a machine is intelligent. There is perhaps no fool-proof way to tell if an entity is intelligent or not. Sometimes, unintelligent behaviour is witnessed in intelligent beings. On the other hand, dumb machines may at times perform a lot of tasks more intelligently and accurately than intelligent human beings. But the Turing test has its own challenges discussed as follows.

Limitedness

The test only features intelligence in terms of conversational skills of a machine. Intelligence is a lot more than that.

Short purview

The scope of this test is only bounded within the limits of human ability to comprehend and respond in a human language. But it is not the only intelligent behaviour seen in the world. What about intelligence in animals? Also, the ability to pass the Turing test is not the only sign of intelligence shown by humans.

Unproductive developments

Trying to pass the Turing Test is merely a distraction from more fruitful research.

Disillusionment of goals

Creating lifelike simulations of human beings is a critical task in itself. Such entities may be interesting in a game or maybe as a friendlier user interface, but they are not part of the core science of creating intelligent machines, that is, machines that solve problems using intelligence. The test is not compulsory to be passed for achieving higher goals of AI research.

Back to the fundamentals: The meaning of intelligence

To formulate the postulates, we need some alternatives from scratch and provided that thinking of intelligence depends on following factors.

Arithmetic

The power to perform basic operation must be computed to the machines and today’s machines are capable of performing robust calculations within a fractions of seconds.

Comparison, logic and reasoning

The scope of machine intelligence becomes wider when a system acquires the ability to apply logic and make comparisons. Today’s computers can perform logical operations well with the principles of Boolean algebra.

Learning, heuristics and memory

Power to recollect past incidents, learn new things and gaining experience constantly are major features of intelligent entities. R&D is going on in this direction these days. Heuristics is being implemented in newer software and as time passes, the ability of machines to learn and gain experience will grow.

Senses

Human beings experience sense in the form of emotions and feelings. A machine with properly installed equipment and modules will be able to sense the surroundings and prove to be a greater body to the brain. The machine will be able to react in terms of emergency, disaster management. The machines will be able to stop in case of human error and threaten human life as according to ASIMO rule.

Perception

This is how we receive and process the signals our senses provide us. This is how creativity is born to intelligence. To have a machine with a perception seems a distant dream of AI.

Consciousness

Consciousness is one of the most important abilities which humans possess and cannot be defined. A system must be able to recognise its present in the world and perform the program task according to the algorithm. It’s evident that, systems have no consciousness.

Adaptability

A machine must be able adapt itself to the modern technology in order to serve long to the future with the purpose. The machine must be user friendly and cannot be robust and flexible with new modules according to the need.

Redefining machine intelligence

This paper intends to offer an overview regarding BAXTER chatbots integrated with Artificial intelligence along with machine learning.

Statement 1: partially intelligent systems

Any machine, system or program exhibiting some but not all of the above listed fundamentals of intelligence is a Partially Intelligent System. For example, chatbots exhibit some of the above listed traits, namely Comparison, Logic & Reasoning and Learning, Heuristics & Memory. If there is an additional module, they may exhibit some more traits also, like ability to perform arithmetic operations. Therefore, chatbots are Partially Intelligent Systems. Moreover, today’s machine intelligence is greatly confined to the boundaries of Partial Intelligence. Even highly capable robots of today are an instance of highly capable Partial Intelligence, as today’s AI does not possess complete power of all the fundamentals of intelligence.
Statement 2: Completely intelligent systems

Any machine system or program exhibiting all the above mentioned fundamentals would be considered intelligent. Such a machine will stay long and be flexible and adapt to the new modules and standards.

Statement 3: Performance factor

The Performance Factor of a system is a measure offered for representing the capability of an intelligent system in terms of the fundamental traits of intelligence it possesses. It is given by the number of apparent fundamental traits shown by the given system divided by the number fundamental traits of intelligence, i.e., 6. Its value ranges from 0 to 1. Hence, today's chatbots showing two or three of the given traits get a Performance Factor score of 0.33 to 0.5. A “Completely Intelligent System” will have a Performance Factor of 1.

Conclusion

Artificial intelligence is the most important and interesting and challenging field of research today providing employment to most of the data scientists and holding the key role in the economic factor. It also involves the development of products which involves the welfare of humankind and creating employment and converting from a traditional form of manufacturing to a wider newer one. The paper offered an alternate foundation theory of intelligence in machines. The basic work can be carried forward to develop advanced AI theories and systems. Moreover, there is an utter requirement for new theories to emerge and develop, especially in a challenging field like Artificial Intelligence. Artificial intelligence is developing in every field so that the policies and the modules must be made considering the future requirement and flexibility.
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